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Abstract: fx-CG20 software is commercial package for numerical computations in mathematics, statistics, the sciences, 
engineering, commerce, and other fields. This software has many of the same features as Matlab, Octave, Freemat and 
Scilab.  Software is available in calculator form so itis essay to handle and essay to carry. Teacher can use in regular class 
teaching and also in laboratory in urban as well as in rural areas.  
 
Keywords: Software is a generic term for organized collections of computer data and instructions, often broken into two 
major categories: system software that provides the basic non-task-specific functions of the computer, and application 
software which is used by users to accomplish specific tasks. The mathematical software are programs that can solve 
equations or perform mathematical manipulations. 
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION: 
  
This is the technology era and the advances in 
science and technology are happening at the rapid 
rate.  The World Wide Web has transferred the world 
into global village. The internet has become the 
words biggest library and the great source of 
information. It is the knowledge bank for the younger 
generation. There are many e-resources available for 
learning, teaching and research activities in 
Mathematics on the internet. There are highly 
technical and advanced software in Mathematics such 
as Mathematical Laboratory, Maple, Sage, Science 
Laboratory, Maxima, CAS (Computer Algebra 
Systems) etc. There are also specific software 
designed for many specialized topics.  Apart from 
this software, there are many freeware, applets and 
utilities available on the internet. Mathematics 
software has been viewed as potential tool for helping 
students increase motivation, gain a deeper 
understanding of concepts and develop better 
problem solving skills. The use computer, scientific 
calculator, fx-CG20 software and mathematical 
software in education hasgrown tremendously over 
the last three decades.fx-CG20 mathematical software 
is used in two ways first installing fx-CG20 on 
computers and then use it for solving mathematical 
problems, another form of this software is available 
in calculator form. Calculator form of this software is 
essay to handle and essay to carry. There is no need 
of power supply and battery back-up.It is calculator 
form so only four pencil cells are sufficient for 
operating the software. Teacher can use in regular 
class teaching and also in laboratory in urban as well 
as in rural areas.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Operations: For starting to  use the fx-CG20, first 
use key AC/ON and press MENU to display the main 
menu, by using cursor keys left, right, upper, and 
lower on REPLAY key to move the highlighting to 
icon we want, then press EXE to display initial screen 
of the mode whose icon selected. We also enter mode 
without highlighting an icon in the main menu by 
inputting the number or letter marked in the upper 
right corner of the icon. In each mode many sub 
modes are display.  
Meaning of icons: Meaning of icon explain as given 
below. 
1) Run-Matrix: This mode use for arithmetic 

calculations and function calculations, and 
calculation involving with binary, octal, decimal, 
and hexadecimal values and matrices.   In Run-
matrix mode, by pressing F4 (MATH) displays 
the MATH menu. We can use this for natural 
input of matrix operations up-to 6x6 order, 
derivatives of first and second order at appoint, 
integrations, Logarithmic operations, Absolute 
values and summation of finite series. When we 
press OPTN (option menu) key then the 
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following list shows the option menu, that is also 
described in various mode 

LIST: list function menu 
MAT: matrix operation menu 
COMPLEX: complex number calculation menu 
CALC: functional analysis menu 
STAT: menu for paired-variable statistical estimated 
value, distribution, standard deviation, variance and 
test functions 
CONVERT: metric conversion menu 
HYPERBL: hyperbolic calculation menu 
PROB:  probability/ distribution menu 
NUMERIC: numeric calculation menu 
ANGLE: menu for angle/coordinate conversion, 
sexagesimal input/conversion 
ENG_SYM: engineering symbol menu 
PICTURE: graph save/recall menu 
FUNCMEM: function memory menu 
LOGIC: logic operator menu 
CAPTURE: screen capture menu 
FINANCE: financial calculation menu 
2) Statistics: Using this mode we can perform 

standard deviation, regression analysis, various 
test (Z test, t test and CHI test etc.), data 
analysing, and statistical diagrams. 

3) eActivity: by using this mode we can store text 
or formulas, math expressions, or built 
application data in file. 

4) Spreadsheet: This mode to perform spreadsheet 
calculations. Each file contains a 26-column x 
999-row spreadsheet. In addition to the 
calculator’s built-in commands and spreadsheet 
mode commands, we can also perform statistical 
calculations graph statistical data using the same 
procedures that we use in the statistical mode. 

5) Graph: Use this mode to store graph functions 
and to draw graphs using the functions. 

6) Dyna Graph (Dynamic Graph): Use this mode 
to store graph functions and to draw multiple 
versions of a graph by changing the values 
assigned to the variables in a function. 

7) Table: Use this mode to store functions, to 
generate a numeric table of different solutions as 
the values assigned to variables in a function 
change, and to draw graphs. 

8) Recursion: Use this mode to store recursion 
formulas, to generate a numeric table of different 
solutions as the values assigned to variables in a 
function change, and to draw graphs. 

9) Conic Graphs: This mode use for to draw 
graphs of conic sections. 

10) Equation: Use this mode to solve linear 
equations up to six unknowns, and high-order 
equations from 2nd to 6th degree. 

11) Program: This mode use for to store programs 
in the program area and to run programs 

12) Financial: This mode use for to perform 
financial calculations and to draw cash flow and 
other types of graphs. 

13) E-Con2: This mode use for to control the 
optionally available EA-200 Data Analyzer. 

14) Link: This mode use for to transfer memory 
contents or back-up data to another unit or PC 

15) Memory: This mode use for to manage data 
stored in memory. 

16) System: This mode use for to initialize memory, 
adjust display brightness, and to make other 
system settings. 

17) Geometry: This mode use for to draw and 
analyse geometric objects. 

18) Picture Plot: Use this mode to plot points (that 
represent coordinates) on the screen and to 
perform various types of analysis based on the 
plotted data (coordinate values). 

 
II. BASIC FUNCTIONS  
 
Basic calculations are like addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, division of numbers, functions, 
logarithmic functions, exponential functions perform 
on fx-CG20. Trigonometric, inverse trigonometric, 
hyperbolic, inverse hyperbolic calculations are 
performing on this calculator. Probability 
/Distribution, random number generation in 
accordance with various distributions are performing. 
Numeric calculations like rounds off, GCD, LCM, 
mod (remainder output when n divides by m) and 
Permutation and combination are calculated on this 
calculator. Coordinate conversion, sexagesimal 
operations (conversion of decimal value to 
sexagesimal value) and logical operators (AND, OR, 
NOT, XOR) are perform on fx-CG20. 
Maximum/minimum value of function within an 
interval, complex number, Binary, Octal, Decimal 
and Hexadecimal calculation with integers also 
perform. Addition, subtraction, multiplication, 
division, scalar multiplication, determinant, 
transposition, inversion, squaring, row echelon form 
and reduced row echelon form of matrix are perform 
on fx-CG20.Solution of simultaneous equation up to 
six unknowns, root of higher order equation 2nd to 6th 
degree are calculated. This software is very useful to 
mathematics teachers and students of all branches 
because many and important applications of 
mathematical software like Matlab, Octave, Freemat 
and Scilabalso available on fx-CG20.  
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